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ABSTRACT

We have calculated the magnitude of the cosmological baryon asymmetry

in a gauge theory based on the group SUT{2) * SUDU) « SU (U) and find
Li I\ C

that plausible parameters exist in the model to explain the baryon excess
h 5

vitb a subunifying mass scale of 10 -10 GeV. The novel idea used is that

the vacuum «ata away antimatter through the VEV of the Higgs meson.
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The idea of grand unification is to assume that the group
U(l) x SUL(2) x SUC(3> of a gauge theory describing elementary particle

interactions at low energies i s the remnant of a larger simple or semisimple

group like SU(5), so(10), Efi, [SU(M] e t c - whien is spontaneously broken at

high energies. This idea is attractive, but there is no exact principle to

determine the group of the final theory. The unification mass is about 10

GeV and tends to imply the absence of any new physics over a vide range of

energies —10 to lO1^ GeV, We propose to try out a different philosophy.

The symmetry certainly increases at higher energies, but some of the successful

predictions of GUT can also be explained away at a subunification level by a

gauge theory based on the Pati-Salam symmetry group , SUL(2) * SUB(2) " SUC(U)

with fractionally charged quarks which is broken at a mass scale of about 10' Qev
the

only. ' At this partial unification level,/ l ifetime of the proton has already
?\ I)

been calculated . Mohapatra and Marshak ' have considered neutron

oscillations, and Lazarides, Maag and Shafi have shown that production of

unwanted magnetic monopoles can be suppressed i f SO(lO) breaks dovn to

SUJ3) * U™(U via the Pati-Salam symmetry group. It is not immediately

obvious that the new understanding of the existence of baryon excess vhicb

has come from GUT can also be understood from partial unification at such an

intermediate energy scale. In this*note we show that due to spontaneous

breakdown of the gauge symmetry, baryon asymmetry of the right order of

magnitude can indeed be generated in the Universe at lower temperatures.

The weak gauge bosons of SUT(2) * SU (2) will be denoted by (W**°) „

and the fifteen gauge bosons of SUC(U) by V . The latter multiplet contains
0

the normal octet V(8) of colour gluons, a neutral vector boson S and six
2

vector gauge bosons, to be called X mesons carrying fractional charges ± -jr .
These X mesons acquire heavy mass spontaneously and break the SUc(M symmetry

to SUC(3). Besides, the model contains the quark-lepton matter multiplet

1, (i « 1,2; o = 1,2,3,'t) forming a pair of quartets and a reasonable number

of Higga multiplets for breaking the symmetry down to SUo(3) x ^ ( l ) . Details

are given in Refs.l and 2. Here we shall use only one Higgs multiplet belonging

to (̂ -, 0, U) representation of the gauge group and denote i t by e. Explicitly,

the multiplets are
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The o multiplet is the same as that used in another context by ' t Hooft

c . with i ~ 1,2 but a = 1,2,3 are coloured and fractionally charged
2 1

(i » 1, charge = -r ; i = 2 , charge = - ^). Q is negatively charged but

without colour, c , is the only member without charge and colour and

acquires a VEV <(,c-,li \ giving mass to/SU (2) gauge boson. The model being

left-r ight symmetric, there exists a b-mu]tiplet belonging to the representation

(0, j , h) of the group whose neutral member b , develops a VEV ^ *>•,[, ̂  s o

that SUn(2} gauge bosons become massive.

The relevant part of the Lagrangian to be used here is

where

DeT
€ •

(2)

(3)

suitably written for left and right

SU(2) and SU(I<} gauge coupling cons

The term L has been us

In the present context, along with

separate B and L conservations

the X mesons have B = r-, L = 1;

wherea3 the neutral Higgs c . or

L = r- . Thus along with CL, , the v

baryon excess.

Consider the decay of X meso

containing the X meson are (a = 1,£,

multiplets.

:ants, respectively.

= 6D
 = 6 and f are

rd in the calculation of proton decay J'.

:*-L conservation, this term allows for

with the following assignments for bosons:

jloured Higgs should have B = —, L = - r
1

b i has to be assigned B - - JJ- and

icuum also swallows antimatter generating

The terms of the Lagrangian (2)

(5)

The in i t i a l breakdown of quark-lepton symmetry SU (it) •* SU (3) " U(l)
c It 5

is achieved by giving these X mesons a heavy mass !L (~10 -10 GeV) via a

Higgs raultiplat A belonging to the representation (1,1,11)) with

<^A\ « diag (1,1,1,-3) VL.lt • During this regime or even after subsequent

symmetry breakdown, the masses of the c Higgs as well as the left-handed

weak vector bosons will be around 100 GeV, much smaller than M .̂ Consider

now the decay of these heavy X mesons. From Eq.(5) we see that there are two

types of two-body decays, ( l ) baryon number conserving decay (fiB = 0) of the

X meson to a quark and a lepton/and (2) baryon number non-conserving decay

(flB = - r-) where the decay product is a light coloured Higgs and the weak

vector boson (or equivalently a pion), shown in Fig,3.

The matrix elements for the decay of X mesons are

and the covariant derivatives are

- 3 -

(6)

(7)
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For these elementary interactions,the two-body decay lifetime as well

as the fermion-femion scattering cross section are easily calculated. In

either case, i t i s found that the rat io of expansion time of the Universe to

mean-free time is much less than unity for T « VL so that the reactions
of x

are ovtJequilibrium allowing baryon excess to be built up by the decay
process as the Universe cools down.

Next, we look for an interfering loop diagram where CP violation can

be inferred and incorporated. Such violation can arise in the interaction

of the e bosons with the fermlone or in the c meson propagator i t se l f . For

constructing such a loop (triangle) diagram, a quark-lepton-Higgs vertex i s

needed. Fortunately, within the Lagrangian of this model, we have such

transi t ions. One is shown in Fig.3. Squeezing the X propagator, we obtain

on effective Lagrangian

(8)

The constructed triangle diagram Is shown in Fig.lt. The left side

vertex, l ike that of r i g . 2 , i s due to the cross term (CX ) CW of Eq.(lt). Hie

amplitude In the Feynman-'t Hooft gauge is

do)

we have assumed that quarks are massless. ^ I t a phase angle characterizing
the average strength of CP violation . The imaginary part of I™ is
finite and for M̂  » M ,̂ i t is easily found to be (l/l6ir).

Let the branching ratios for the two channels AB. and 4B2 be r

and 1-r respectively and the corresponding antiparticle branching ratios be

r and 1-r . The observes baryon asymmetry is expressed by the ratio of

the baryon number to photon number 9)

Al*

where » is the to ta l number of hel ici ty states and Hx Is the number of

types of X. A straightforward calculation gives

*£*•<• (12)

we have taken g ^ c, i S ~ £K

r /Uit to be equal to the strong coupling at Kj, a

anywhere between 1 and 0.01, H/B i s around 1/100.

_ X.
He

To obtain a rough estimate, let us assume

— 0.05. Sin* can be

The ratio is then

(13)

•Mi-10" to 10 , one can account for a baryon excess anywhereWith
1* .* -in

In the

absence of a concrete unifying group and Hlggs mechanism, a more definitive

answer cannot be given. However, I t 1B gratifying that a l l the nlc« results of

GOT's • can be anticipated at a much lower energy scale. Furthermore, the

gauge group SUT(2) x SUD(2) x SU (h) may serve as s. f i r s t stage for grand

unification including,at a la ter atage,gravitation aa well.
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The decay of X mesons into quarks and leptons.
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X meson decaying into tvo borons with loss of "baryon number

through VEV C.^
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